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For the general linear coupled system of partial differential equations arising in 
the theory of diffusion in media with double diffusivity, simple uniqueness criteria, 
and a method of solution of boundary value problems are established. The 
equations studied retain the so-called cross ferms which have been neglected in all 
previous investigations. Moreover, these equations arise as generalizations of a 
number of existing theories; for example, heat flow in heterogeneous multicom- 
ponent systems, flow of water in fissured rocks and a model of an arms race. The 
simple inequalities obtained on the various constants of the theory which guarantee 
uniqueness of solutions and existence of source solutions might serve as guidelines 
in an experimental determination of these constants. The solution procedure 
involves solving two boundary value problems for the classical diffusion equation 
and the formulae given mean that closed form expressions can be deduced for a 
number of commonly occurring boundary value problems. The paper emphasizes 
the general equations without special reference to particular physical applications 
or boundary value problems. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
In this paper we consider the coupled system of differential equations 
&,/at = D,V=u, + E,V’u, -A,u, + BZu,, (1.1) 
for u,(x, t) and u,(x, t). We assume that Ai, Bi, Di, and Ei (i = 1, 2) are all 
nonnegative constants and that we have labelled u, and u2 such that 
D, > D,. Equations (1.1) arise in a number of physical situations. For 
example, with A, = B, and A, = B, (1.1) has been deduced by Aifantis [ 1,2] 
and Hill [S] by two distinct approaches for the phenomenon of diffusion in 
media with double diffusivity. In this context u,(x, t) and u*(x, t) denote 
concentrations. Aifantis [ 1, 21 derives (1.1) from a continuum approach 
while Hill [8] deduces these equations from a random walk model. In 
Aifantis and Hill [4] and Hill and Aifantis (91 uniqueness, maximum prin- 
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ciples and a solution procedure are established for the system (1.1) with 
A, = B,, A, = B,, and E, and E, zero. The purpose of this paper is to 
extend the uniqueness results of [4] and the solution procedure of [9] to 
(1.1) with specifically E i and E, nonzero. In all previous physical theories 
involving equations of the form (1.1) it has been tacitly assumed that the E, 
and E, terms provide a negligible contribution. With E, and E, nonzero 
many of the results for (1.1) are considerably more complicated, especially 
formulae for solutions. Considering the numerous applications of the system, 
however, these results would appear to be worthwhile. 
We can eliminate either U, or u2 from (1.1) by equating to zero the deter- 
minant of the matrix with (1.1) written as 
;-D,V2 +A, -E,V’-B, 
-E,V=-B2 $D2V2 +A, 
I 
We find that both U, and u2 satisfy the fourth order equation 
$+ (A, +A,):+ (A,A,-B,B,)U 
- (D,D, - E,E2) V’u. (1.3) 
Although our principal concern is the coupled system (1.1) it is worthwhile 
bearing in mind the related equation (1.3), especially the particular 
combinations of constants occurring in this equation. For example, if we 
define D * by 
D*=(A,D,+A,D,+B,E,+B,E,)/(A, +A,), (1.4) 
then in the context of diffusion in media with double diffusivity, namely, 
A, = B, and A 2 = B, , we can identify D * as the large time diffusivity in the 
sense that the asymptotic form of the total concentration u= u, t u, for the 
source solutions satisfies the classical diffusion equation as t tends to 
infinity, namely, 
au/at = D*V’u. (1.5) 
In the following section we indicate the various areas of application in 
which (1.1) arises. In Section 3 we list the major results of the paper. In 
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Section 4 we show that sufficient conditions to deduce simple uniqueness 
results for (1.1) are 
A,,A2,B,,Bz>O> A,A,-B,B,>O. 
D,,D2,E,,Ez>O0, D,D, - E,E, 2 0, (1.6) 
together with (4.13). We observe in Section 4 that inequalities (1.6) also 
guaranteee simple uniqueness properties for the fourth order equation (1.3). 
In Section 5 we deduce expressions for the basic source solutions of (1.1). 
These are solutions of (1.1) which vanish at infinity for all times while 
initially they are determined by 
UI(X, 0) =P1@), u*(x, 0) = P* d(x), (1.7) 
where p, and p2 are constants specifying the strength of the source and 6(x) 
denotes the usual Dirac delta function. We find that the constraints (1.6) are 
sufficient to deduce formal expressions for the source solutions provided we 
consider (1.6), and (1.6), as strict inequalities and that we supplement (1.6) 
with the inequality 
(B,E, + B,E,) < f(4 -A,)@, -Dd (1.8) 
This latter inequality guarantees exponential decay of the source solutions 
with time. We remark that with the convention D, > D,, (1.6) and (1.8) 
imply that A, >A,. Moreover, from (1.4) and (1.8) we can deduce the 
interesting inequality 
D* < +(Dl + D,). (1.9) 
In Section 6 we deduce asymptotic expressions for the source solutions. 
In Section 7 we make use of the expressions obtained for the source 
solutions to briefly outline the procedure deducing solutions of (1.1) in terms 
of two arbitrary solutions {h,(x, t), h,(x, t)} of the classical diffusion 
equation with unit diffusivity, namely 
ah/at = V 2h. (1.10) 
These general expressions for solutions of (1.1) mean that solutions for 
initial value problems with zero boundary data can be deduced immediately 
from solutions of two initial value problems for (1.10) with the same zero 
boundary data. In order to utilise these general expressions for initial value 
problems with nonzero boundary data we need to invert these relations to 
express (h,(x, t), h,(x, t)} as integrals involving (u,(x, t), u,(x, t)). This is 
done in Section 8. In Section 9 we obtain explicit results for commoinly 
occurring boundary data imposed on (1.1). In order to keep the lengthy 
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calculations involved to a minimum we shall wherever possible refer the 
reader to Lee [lo], where a more detailed explanation with examples can be 
found. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
The purpose of this section is to indicate some of the applications in which 
the coupled system (1.1) might arise. We emphasize that those considered o 
not exhaust the areas of applicability of (1.1). Roughly speaking, equations 
such as (1.1) arise from the usual conservation laws (for example, conser- 
vation of mass) together with a generalization of Fick, Fourier, or Darcy 
type laws. For example, for the phenomenon of diffusion in a medium with 
two families of diffusion paths we identify two concentrations uI(x, t) and 
u*(x, t) for each of which conservation of mass yields 
(au ,/at> + V . j 1 = 9, (au,/iJt) t V . j, = --4, (2.1) 
where j, and j, are the flux vectors for which we postulate the following 
generalizations of Fick’s law, namely, 
j,=-D,Vu,-E,Vu 25 j, = -D, Vu, - E, Vu 1, (2.2) 
where D,, D,, E,, and E, are assumed to be nonnegative constants. Further, 
q in (2.1) represents the mass transfer from one path to the other, and 
following Aifantis [2], we propose the following form 
q=-A,u, +A 2u23 (2.3) 
where A, and A, are nonnegative constants. Clearly, from (2.1) to (2.3) we 
can, in a straightforward manner, deduce (1.1). This is essentially the 
derivation given by Aifantis [ 1, 21. A more concise derivation of (1.1) with 
A 1 = B, , A, = B 1 for the same phenomenon is given by Hill [ 81 based on a 
random walk model. Hill [8] considers the random walk of a single particle 
on the real line which is assumed to simultaneously consist of two distinct 
paths. At intervals of time At, the particle can make a step Ax, to the right or 
left or remain in position; either along the same path or on the other path, 
moving simultaneously. From this formulation of the continuous random 
walk Hill [8] obtains for the free particle 
At:= (Ax)~ pl, - (r12 + &7df+ (rzl + 2p2Ag, 
Atz=(dx)' ~~~~~~~~~ -(r21+2p2L)gt(r12+2p12)f, (2.4) 
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wheref(x, t) and g(x, t) denote probability density functions for the position 
of the particle at time t and pJi,j = 1, 2) are the probabilities that the 
particle moves either to the left or to the right (assumed equal) from path i 
into pathj, rij(i,j = 1, 2) is the probability that-the particle stays at the same 
position but moves from path i into pathj. We note that in order to include 
applications other than diffusion in media with two diffusivities we shall 
assume throughout that the constants A i and A z are not necessarily equal to 
B, and B, , respectively. 
Phenomena giving rise to special cases of (1.1) are examined by 
Rubinstein [ 131 and Barenblatt et al. [S]. Rubenstein [ 13 ] considers heat 
conduction in a heterogeneous multicomponent system where the heat 
transfer between components is assumed to obey Henry’s law and further 
that Fourier’s law of heat conduction is assumed within each component. 
For a two component system, Rubenstein [ 131 defines dw as an elementary 
region of (x, y, z) space and takes UT as the average temperature of the 
elements of component i contained in dw. Distributions of the elements of 
the medium are considered and vi is defined as the expectation of 0”. With 
Q: being the coefficient of temperature conduction of component i, 
Rubenstein [ 131 obtains the coupled system 
-g$ v2v, + al(v2 - u,), -yg= v*v, + c12(Ul - v,). (2.5) 
1 2 
In Barenblatt et al. [5] the seepage of homogeneous liquids in fissured rocks 
is considered. The rocks consist of permeable blocks separated by a system 
of fissures. Darcy’s law is assumed along the fissures. In the vicinity of a 
given point two liquid pressures are introduced; p, the average pressure of 
the liquid in the fissures andp, the average pressure of the liquid in the pores 
of the permeable blocks. The porosity of the system of fissures is given by 
kj, and k; is the porosity of the system of pores. The viscosity of the liquid 
in both the pores and fissures is given by ,L With a, /I,, and /I2 being positive 
constants the following system is obtained: 
&$L~v*P,+;(P*-P,~~ p,!$+2p2-;(p,-p,). (2.6) 
In both of these applications the cross eficts have been neglected. For 
example, in Aifantis [3] the more general system arising for flow in fissured 
rocks is shown to be given by 
A,,$-A,2f$=D,V2p, +E,V2p2+K(p2-p,), 
A2,~-A,,~=&V2p,+E,V2p, -K(p,-p,), (2.7) 
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where AlI, A12, A2,, Az2, 0,) fi2, E,, and ,!?* are constants related to 
certain physical properties of the problem. This system of equations can be 
reduced to (1.1) by means of the transformation 
~1 =A,,P, -AI~P~> ~2 =A,, pz -A,,P,. (2.8) 
As a final example of a model also giving rise to (1.1) we consider a 
model of an arms race originally proposed by Richardson [ 121 and subse- 
quently extended by Gopalsamy [7]. Richardson [ 121 proposed that the 
military spending of two nations locked in an arms race obeys the system 
dp(t)/df = --A, p(f) + B, s(t) + ~1, 
&(f)/dt = -A 2q(t) + B, p(t) + ~2 3 (2.9) 
where p(t) and q(t) denote armament levels of the two nations at time t and 
A,, A,, B,, B,, c,, and c2 denote positive constants. The constants B, and 
B, are called threat coefficients signifying to what extent a nation’s 
armament level is increased with respect to the other nation’s armament 
level. Constants A, and A, measure inhibiting circumstances to armament 
buildup. Constants c, and cZ measure the circumstances which prevent a 
complete disarmament if both nations have zero armaments. When the 
armament levels remain constant for a long time there is a balance of power. 
In such a period the armament levels are given by 
PO = @,A2 + @,)I(AlAz -B,BA 
qo = Cc,& + c~AJ/(A~A~ -BIB,), (2.10) 
and this situation is stable provided A,A, -B, B, > 0. Gopalsamy [7] 
assumes that the quality of weapons is represented by a continuous variable 
x and that weapon deterioration is a stochastic process. In this case p(x, t) 
and q(x, t) satisfy 
ap 6: a2p 
$+p’z=ys-A,p+B,q+c,, 
aq aq a; azq 
,t+pzx=ys-A,q+B,p+c,, (2.11) 
where P,, pz, a,, and 6, are positive constants. Gopalsamy [7] notes that 
even when the quality of weapon systems is taken into account the necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence and asymptotic stability of balance 
of power is still A,A, - B, B, > 0. If we further generalise Richardson’s 
model by assuming that each nation responds to the rate of buildup of the 
other armaments levels, then instead of (2.9) we have 
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4$~)/~~ = -A1 P(f) + Bl s(t) + C,(@(t)ldt) + Cl 3 
&(f)/df = --A 2 q(f) + B, P(f) + C2(4@)/4 + c2, (2.12) 
while in place of (2.11) we have 
@ 2 2 .+,l~=~~-a,,+B,q+cl~+c,, 
(2.13) 
For the problem of stability of the balance of power situation (see 
Gopalsamy [ 71) we examine small deviations from (2.10). Thus with 
P(X, t> =po + u(x, f), q(x, f) = 90 + v(x, f), (2.14) 
and with the assumption 
-2 -2 
iu,a, =PUZolr (2.15) 
we obtain a system of equations of the form (1.1) with L in place of V2, 
where 
L = @‘/ax’) - K@/ax), (2.16) 
where K = ,uJ$ (i = 1,2), and {u, , u2 } are defined by 
241(x, f) = u(x, f) - c, v(x, f), u2(x, t) = v(x, t) - C,u(x, t). (2.17) 
Although we shall not consider any of these applications in any detail, the 
above serves to illustrate the variety of physical models which result in 
coupled systems of parabolic equations of the type (1.1). We also note that 
the general solutions given in Theorem 3 of Section 3 can be employed for 
(1.1) with any spatial operator L in place of V2 provided that we interpret 
{h, , h2} as solutions of 
al/at = L(h), (2.18) 
so that, for example, we can make use of these formulae for the model of the 
arms race discussed above. 
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3. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
The main results of this paper are: uniqueness theorems for the coupled 
system (1.1) and the fourth order equation (1.3), the solutions of (1.1) in 
terms of solutions of the classical diffusion equation (1. lo), and the solutions 
of (I. 10) in terms of the solutions of (1.1). We first need a definition. 
DEFINITION. Solutions {u, , u,} E H in S if and only if: 
(i) {u,, uz} E C2 in S, and 
(ii) (u,, uz} satisfy (1.1) in S, 
where S is an arbitrary region of the x - t space, and C* denotes the set of 
functions which are continuous together with their derivatives up to second 
order. 
THEOREM 1. Given that R is a bounded domain iriside a piecewise 
continuously differentiable surface Xl, T > 0, R = {(x, t): x E B U Xl, 
0 < t < T}, and if: 
(9 {q(x, t), u2(x, 0) E H if (x, t) E R 
(ii) {u,(x, 0), 24*(x, O)} = 0 if x E R U lM2, 
(iii) {u,(x, t), u2(x, t)} = 0 if x E 5Y2, 0 < t < T, 
(iv) A,,A2,B,,B2~0,A,Az-B,B2~0, 
D,,D,,E,,E,~O,D,Dz-E,E,~O, 
(v) 2E,E,(A,A,-B,B,)“* >, IB,E, - B,E,I (D,D,)“2 
- (B,E, + B,E,)(D,Dz -EP%)“~, 
then {uI(x, t), uz(x, t)} = 0 when (x, t) E: R. 
For the fourth order equation (1.3) we need 
DEFINITION. The solution u E H, in S if and only if: 
(i) u E C4 in S, and 
(ii) 24 satisfies (1.3) in S, 
where S is an arbitrary region of the x - t space, and C4 denotes the set of 
functions continuous together with their derivatives up to fourth order. 
THEOREM 2. Given that Q is a bounded domain inside a piecewise 
continuously difSerentiable surface Xl, T > 0, R = ((x, t): x E Cl U X?, 
O<t<T},and$ 
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(i) U(X, t) E H, if (x, t) E R, 
(ii) either (f3u/fYt)(x, t) = (f3’u/&3n)(x, t) = 0 if x E X2 or 
(au/at)(x, t) = v’(au/at)(x, I) = 0 if x E ix?, 
(iii) u(x, 0) = (au/&)(x, 0) = 0 if x E LI U X2, 
(iv) Vu(x,O)=O ifxERULY2, 
(v) A, +A,>O, D, fD,>O, D,D*-E,E,>O, A,‘4-B,B,>O, 
A,D, tA,D, +B,E, tB,E,>O, 
then u(x, t) = 0 whenever (x, t) E IR, and n denotes the unit normal of ~32. 
The solutions of (1.1) are written in terms of solutions of the classical 
diffusion equation in Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. If (h 1, h2} are solutions of (1.10) subject to the initial con- 
ditions 
h,h 0) =fi(x)> h,(x, 0) =fi(xh (3.1) 
then the solutions of (1.1) subject to the initial conditions 
u,(x, 0) =f,(x), 4(x, 0) =f2(x)t (3.2) 
are given by 
u,(x, t) = (2~)~' {e-“*‘[(DZ - d2) h,(x, d,t) -E, h,(x, d2t)] 
-e-“1’l(D2-d,)h,(x,d,~)-E,h2(x,d,t)lJ 
+ es’ jd:y [K,(t, t) h,(x, 0 + K,(t, 0 h,(x, OJ epy’ &, 
u2(x, t) = (2~7~' {e-“lt [(DI -d,) h,(x, d,t) - E,h,(x, d2t)] 
-e-“I’[@, -d,)h,(x,d,t)-E,h,(x,d,t)]I 
I d” + es’ [K,(t, t) h,(x, 0 + K&, 0 h,(x, 81 em” dL (3.3) dzt 
where K,(t, r) (i = 1,2,3,4), are defined by 
f {4a2t - (Dl - D2)[(D1 + D2) t - X3} k”*W) 
8a*[(d,t-r)(l-d,t)]“* ’ 
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t w*t t (0, - D*)[P1 t D,) t - 24 1 k“*w, 
8a*[(d,t-r)(&dzt)]“* 
ht4 0 = W2 + PE2) g - E2[(4 + 02) t - 24 k”*wl) 4a*[(d,t-Q(l--d,t)]“* ’ (3*4) 
and where a, /?, y, 6, d,, d,, v,, v2, k, and q are given by 
a = 2-‘[(II, -D,)* f 4E,E,]“*, (3Sa) 
~=2-1[(~,-~2)(~,-~2)-2(~,E2+~2E,)][(~,-~2)2t4E~~~]-1’2, 
(3Sb) 
Y= [(A, -A,W, -D,)--PIE2 +B,E,)I[@, 42)* +4E,Ezl-'> 
(3.5c) 
s=~-1(-(~,+A2)t(D,tD2)[(A,-A2)(D,-D2) 
-W,E, tBJAI[P, -D,)* t 4WJ-'}, (3.5d) 
d, = 2-34 t D,) f [(D, 4,)’ t 4~,E,]“*}, (3.5e) 
d, = 2-l{@, t D2) - [(D, 4,)’ t 4E,E,]“*}, (3.5f) 
VI = 2-w, +A,) + [(A, -A,W, -D*) 
- W,E, t B2EI)][(DI -D,)* t 4&E,]-I’*}, (3W 
V2=2-1~(~I+A2)-I(~1-A2)(~I-~2) 
- 2(B,E, t B2El)][(D1 4,)’ t 4E,E,]-I’*}, (3.5h) 
k= [E,E2(A1 -A,)’ t B,B,(D, -D,)* - (B,E, -B,E,)* 
+ (Al -AdPI -D2P,E2 tB2E,)I[(D, -D,)* t 4E1E2]-', (3.50 
~=k1’Za-‘[(d,t-~)(~-d2t)]‘~2. (33) 
Theorem 4 is the inverse counterpart of Theorem 3. The roles of {u,, u2} 
and {h,, h,} are reversed and the similarity between the expressions for 
(u, , u2} in Theorem 3 and (h I, h2} in Theorem 4 should be noted. Theorem 4 
formally enables prescribed boundary data on (u,, u2} to be transferred to 
(4 3 kl. 
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THEOREM 4. With {h,, h,} and (u,, u,) defined as in Theorem 3, we 
have 
h,(x, t) = (2a)-’ {e “‘f’dl[(D, -d,)u,(x,d,‘t) fE,u,(x,d,‘t)] 
- ev2’ld2 [ (0, - d,) u,(x, d; ‘t) + E, u2(x, d; ‘t) I} 
+e”f:,r I~l(t,~)u,(x,~)+~2(t,~)u2(x,~)]e-””d~, 
h,(x, t) = (2a) - ’ I/ e”1”di[(D2 - d2) uz(x, d;‘t) t E,u,(x, d;‘t)] 
- e“2f’d2[ (D, - d,) u,(x, d; ‘t) t E, u’(x, d;‘t)]} 
$ ey/ (dF’t 
-d;‘r 
[Wf, 0 u,(x, 0 + L4(f, l) u,(x, 81 e+ &, (3.6) 
where Li(t, 0 (i = 1,2, 3,4), are defined by 
L @ (r) = @lIldrl”) + w”* rl(v*) 
I 2 2a 4a2 
x [(d,-D,) &td;;)“2-(d,-D,) c;;“dT;)‘“j, 
L (t <) = ~,Zo(v”) + w>“‘~l~l(~*) 
2 9 2a 
4a2 
L (t r) = w,(rl*) + (w”2 Z1(v*) 
3 3 2a 4a2 
x [(d&Q ($:‘i’t)‘“-@2-D,) (;<;;;)“‘I, 
L (t 5) = B,J,(rl”) + (W” E2~‘@7”) 
4 3 2a 
4a2 [ (;<;;J”* - (;,t”i’t-i ‘/*I? 
(3.7) 
and 19,, e4, l3,, and O,, are constants which are given by (8.23). Further, the 
expression II* is defined bv 
r*=(k~)“~a~‘[(r-d;‘t)(d;‘t-<)]“2, (3.8) 
where c is given by (5.2), and the other constants appearing in (3.6)-(3.8) 
are given by (3.5). 
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4. UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
We now consider the uniqueness question for the coupled system (1.1) and 
the fourth order system (1.3). The proof of Theorem 1 is as follows: We 
multiply (1.1) i by u I and (1. l)* by u2 and use the identity. 
fV2g=V*(fVg)+~/V(f-g)~2-~~vf(2-f/vg(Z. (4.1) 
The resultant equations are integrated over Q and the divergence theorem is 
applied to the volume integrals to obtain surface integrals. The equations we 
deduce are 
1 a -- 
2 at I u: dS = Q j ( a0 
D$+E,~ u,ds 
1 
- j 
a 
(D,+E,,'2)~Vu,l+j E,jVu,12dS 
R 
++j 
n 
E,IV(u,-u,)l'dS+ jQ(B,u,u,-4u:)& 
1 a -- 
2 at I u;dS= * j ( af2 
&.$+E,$f$ u,ds 
1 
-j 
cl 
(D2+&'2)/Vu,12dS-+j &IVu,l*dS 
R 
+ + i,, E, \V(u, - u2)12 dS t I,, (B,u,u, -A,u:) dS, (4.2) 
where n denotes the unit normal of 80, dS denotes elementary volume, and 
ds denotes elementary area. Multiplying (4.2), by A and (4.2), by B and 
adding, we obtain 
+;j (Au;+Bu;)dS 
n 
= 
I 
[A(B,u,u, -A+;) t B(B,u,uz -A,u:)] dS R 
- 
1 
(AD, IVu,l' t BD, IVu,12)dS 
n 
t + (AE, t BE,) I, [IVu,12 + I Vu,l* - IV@, - 4'1 ds, (4.3) 
where the surface integrals are zero by boundary condition (iii). In order to 
409/89/Z-13 
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show that the integrand on the left-hand side of (4.3) is nonpositive we 
introduce v, = VU, and v2 = VU, with u, = Iv,/ and uz = (~~1. We consider 
the integrands of the second and third integrals on the right-hand side o! 
(4.3). If A and B are positive constants, then using the triangle inequality 
these integrands can be shown (see Lee [ 101) to be less than or equal to the 
quantity 
Q, =-AD, L’, _ v2(A;;BE2) BD, _ (AEkAfDBE‘2)2 u;. 
I 
(4.4) 
I I 
The integrand of the first integral on the right-hand side of (4.3) is equal to 
the quantity 
Q, = -AA, u, _ “““;A’ BB2) ’ _ 1 [ BA, _ (AB;;ABB2)2 (4.5) 1 I 
The quantities Q, and Q2 are negative if A and B are positive constants 
which satisfy the following inequalities: 
4ABD, D, > (AE, + BE2)2, 4ABA,A, > (AB, + BB,)‘. (4.6) 
Considering (4.6) as equalities and defining x = A/B we can obtain (see Lee 
[lOI> 
x=(B,+E,G)(B, +E,Gjp,, (4.7) 
where W is defined by 
W= [(A,A2-B,B2)(D,D2-E,E2)~,]“2>0. (4.8) 
Substituting from (4.7) and (4.8) into either of (4.6) one can obtain the ine- 
quality 
4(B, + E, W)(B2 + E, W)(D, D, - E,E,) > (B,E, - B,xQ2. (4.9) 
This inequality can be written as 
(~+z+p)(w+cr-p)>o, (4.10) 
where E and p are constants defined by 
Cr = (B,E, -I- B,E,)/2E,E,, 
j?= (B,E, - B,E,)(D,D,),12/2E,E,(D,D, - E,E2),12. (4.11) 
Inequality (4.10) implies that both terms contained in the brackets must be 
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greater than or equal to zero. If both were negative, then W ( --Or < 0, 
contradicting (4.8). Hence 
W > -(B,E2 + B2E,)/2E,E2 
+ IB,E, -B,E,I (D,D,)“‘/2E,E,(D,D,-E,E,)“‘. (4.12) 
Upon multiplying (4.12) by 2E,E,(D,D, -E, E,)“’ and using (4.8) for W 
we obtain 
2E,EQ,A, - BIB,)“’ 
> IB,E, -B,E,I (4&)1’2 - (B,E* + B,E,)(D,D, - EIE2)1’2. (4.13) 
We notice that if D, D, = E, E,, then we can still deduce (4.13) directly from 
(4.6) in a straightforward manner. Thus, inequality (4.13) is certainly a 
sufficient condition for finding positive constants A and B satisfying (4.6), 
and is therefore a sufficient condition for the right-hand side of (4.3) to be 
negative. The integral on the left-hand side of (4.3) vanishes at t = 0 by the 
initial condition (ii). Hence we obtain the inequality 
i 
(Au; + Bu;) dS < 0, t > 0. (4.14) 
R 
Since the integrand of this integral is nonnegative we have by continuity that 
{ui(x, t), u,(x, t)} = 0 whenever (x, t) E R, which concludes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
We remark that this theorem is also true if E, = E, = 0 (see Aifantis and 
Hill [4]). Uniqueness is also guaranteed if boundary conditions (iii) are 
replaced by 
1 
2 (x, t), 2 (x, t) 1 = 0, x E m. 
Theorem 2 is proved in much the same way is Theorem 1. The proof uses 
(4.1), where f and g are replaced by u or au/at. In this case there is no 
additional condition on the constants corresponding to (4.13). After 
integrating (1.3) over ~2 and using (4.1) along with the boundary conditions 
(ii), denoting au/at by u,, we obtain 
=-a)- u;dS-b I, IVu,12 dS -c I, (V’U,)‘dS, (4.16) 
R 
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where a-e are constants defined by (5.2). Using the usual technique in such 
uniqueness problems (see Weinberger [ 151) we can go on to show that 
u(x, t) = 0. This concludes the proofs of the uniqueness theorems. 
5. SOURCE SOLUTIONS 
To demonstrate Theorems 3 and 4 we first consider the intermediate step 
of obtaining the derivations of the source solutions of (1.1). These are 
solutions which vanish at infinity and satisfy initial conditions (1.7). In the 
following, u^(x, S) denotes the Laplace transform of u(x, t) with respect o t, 
U(w, t) denotes the Fourier transform of u(x, t) with respect o x, and U(w, s) 
denotes that both transforms have been performed on u(x, t). Upon taking 
both transforms of (1.1) and applying (1.7) we obtain 
U,(w, s) = 
PlS + m-3 -E,P,) w2 + @,P, +A*p,) 
s2+(aw2+b)s+cw4+dw2+e ’ 
U,(w, s> = p2s + (DIP, - E,P,) w* + (B*P, + ‘4 IP2) ~~+(aw*+6)s+~~~+d~*+e ’ (5.1) 
where w2 = Cy=, wi, n = 1, 2, or 3 being the dimension of w, and where a, b, 
c, d, and e are constants defined by 
a=D,+D,, b=A, +A,, c=D,D,-E,E,, 
d=A,D*+A$, +B,E,+B*E,, e=A,A,-BIB,. (5.2) 
Let s,(w) and s*(w) denote the roots of the denominator in (5.1). We then 
have 
Sl(W) = --A + (ll” + k)l12, s2(w) = 4 - (u’ + ky2, (5.3) 
where I, ,u, and k are defined by 
II = + (uw2 + b), 
(2d - ab)2 
(a’ -4c) 1 . (5.4) 
At this stage it should be noted that constraints on the constants appearing 
in (1.1) can be determined by requiring the roots of 
s2+(uw2+b)s+cw4+dw2+e=0, (5.5) 
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are real. This corresponds physically to assuming exponential decay of the 
source solutions. Sufftcient conditions for the descriminant of (5.5) to be 
positive are (1.8) and 
E,E, > - :(D, -D,)*, BIB, > - i(A, -IQ. (5.6) 
Since Bi, Ei > 0 (i = 1, 2), inequalities (5.6) are clearly satisfied and (1.8) 
implies k > 0. Inverting (5.1) with respect o s we obtain 
zi*(w, t) = fe{pl cosh[t@* + k)“‘] - [p,(;l - D,d -A*) 
-p2(BI -E, w’)](,u’ + k)-“* sinh[t(,u2 + k)“‘]}, 
C2(w, t) = e-*.‘{p, cosh[tG2 + k)lj2] - [p&i -D, w2 -A,) 
-p,(B, -E,w*)](,u* + k)-‘I2 sinh[t(u2 + k)“‘]}, (5.7) 
where we have used 
s, -s, = 2@* + k)“‘. 
We define fi,(w, t) and p,(w, t) by 
j?,(w, t) = e-“01 + k)-“’ sinh[tb2 + k)1’2], 
P,(w, t> = w2P,(w, t). 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
Then, from (5.7) and (5.9) we obtain 
zq(w, t) =p,(@@t) + @2B, +plA,)P, + @,D2 -~2E,)P23 
c2(w, Q=~2@,/i3) + @,B, +/32A,)A + (~201 -PIE,)P~. (5-W 
From (5.9) we deduce, using Sonine’s second finite integral [ 141, and with 
k>O 
p,(w, t) = teeat 
i 
n/2 
I,(k”*t sin 19) coshbt cos 13) sin 19 dB, 
0 
n/Z 
jT2(w, t) = tepa’w2 
I I,(k’/*t sin 8) cosh(ut cos 0) sin 0 de. (5.11) 0 
In one dimension the inversion formula 
1 * 
Pj(X, t) = ; I pji(w, t) cos(wx) dw (j = 1,2), (5.12) 0 
can be used with (5.11) to obtain 
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(5.13) 
where a and /I are constants defined by (3.5a) and (3.5b), respectively. To 
obtain (5.13) from (5.11) and (5.12) it is required that 
a + a cos 19 > 0, a - a cos e > 0, (5.14) 
so that certain integrals converge. From (5.14) we deduce the following 
suffkient conditions on the fundamental constants such that (5.13) is true, 
D,+D,>O, D,Dz-E,E,>O, E,E, > - $(D, - D2)2. (5.15) 
Notice that the right most inequality of (5.15) is the same as the left-hand 
inequality of (5.6). From (5.10) and (5.13) the source solutions can be 
deduced, 
uI(x 
> 
t) = (p1(D2 -d,) -p2E,] e-02te-X2’(4d2’) 
4a(nd, t) ‘I2 
_ [p,(D, -d,) -p2E,] e~L’~‘e-x”(4d1’) 
4a(rcd, [)‘I2 
+ es’ 
I d’t Ip,K,(t, r> +pJ,(c 01 e-“’ ;;;;;f:: 4 d2f 
242(x, t) = 
[p2(D, - d,) _ plE2J em-“*‘e-x2/(4d2” 
4a(xd2t)“* 
_ [p2(D, -d,) -p,E,] e-“1’e-“2”4d’” 
4a(nd, t)“’ 
+ esf dt, (5.16) 
where Ki(t, <) (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), are defined by (3.4) while the various constants 
and q are given by (3.5). Similar formulae for two and three dimensions can 
be deduced. In place of (5.12) we use 
Pj(r, t) = & lorn pj(W, t> J,(wr) w dw (j== 1, 21, (5.17) 
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for two dimensions, while for three dimensions we have 
pi(w, t) sin(wR) w dw (j= 1, 2). (5.18) 
6. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
In this section asymptotic expansions are obtained for the source solutions 
(5.16) for both t -+ co and t -+ 0. In (5.3) we make the substitution 
w=pt-y (6.1) 
to obtain, for large t, 
s, = -&, -p2t-$7, + O(t-“), s2 = -e2 -$t-‘a, + O(t-‘), (6.2) 
where ei, Ui (i = 1,2), are constants defined by 
E, = 2’{(A, +A,) - [(A, -A$ + 4B,B,]“*}, 
Ez=2-‘{(A,+4)+ [(A,-A,)2+4B,B*]1’2}, 
(J, = 2-w, + D2) + W,E2 +B,E,) - (A, -A,)@, -&)I 
x [(A, -J42)2 + 4&B2]-“2}, 
~2=2-‘w, +D,)- [2(4E,+&&)- (A, -AAD,-D2)] 
x [(A, -44,)’ + ‘+B2]-1’2}. (6.3) 
Using (6.2) for S, and s2 we can obtain the asymptotic expansions for 
{u,, u2}. The reader is referred to Copson [6] for the usual methods. We use 
(5.7) and the formula, 
Uj(X, t) = ~ Irn 
710 
iij(W, t) cos(wx) dw (j = 1,2), (6.4) 
to obtain 
u,(x, t) = [p,(A, -e,) +p,B,](471tu,)-“2 (E, -cl)-’ e-E,‘e-xZ’(40,‘, 
- [p,(A, - e2) +p2B,](4ntu2)-“2 (E, -E,)-’ e-E2’e~-X2”4U1’) 
+ 0(t-“‘), 
u2(x, t) = [p2(A1 - e,) + P,B2](47rtu,)-“2 (q - 6,))l e-E,te-x2’(40,r, 
- [p2(A, - e2) +~,B,](4ntu,)-“* (E, -e,)), e-E2re-X2’(402r, 
+ O(t -3’2). (6.5) 
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The first terms of (6.5) will dominate as t-t co (since E, < 0 and s2 > 0). 
Adding these dominant terms we find that the total concentration, 
u=u, +u,, for large f is asymptotically given by 
0, f) - [P,@z + B, - &,I + p,(A 1 + B, - &,)I 
x (4rta,) - ‘12 @, _ Cl) - ’ e - w-~*/(4~l~), 
(6.6) 
and this will be of the classical diffusion type if 
A,A, = B,B,. (6.7) 
If this is the case the total concentration is then asymptotically of classical 
diffusion type with diffusivity D* given by (1.4), and strength @, + p2). If 
we make the substitution (6.1) into (5.3) for small times (t --) 0) we obtain 
s, = -v2 -p2t-‘d, + O(t), s2 = -v, - p2t - ‘d, -t O(t), (6.8) 
where vi, di (i = 1,2), are constants defined by (3.5). Using (5.7), (6.4), and 
(6.8) the asymptotic expansins as t --) 0 for {u,, u2} can be obtained, 
u,(x, t) = [p,(D, -d,) -p2E,](4ntd2)-1’2 (2a)-’ e-“2’e-X2”4d2” 
- [p1(D2 -d,) -pzE,](4rfd,)-“2 (2a)-’ e-““e-X2”4d’f’ + O(t”‘), 
u2(x, t) = [p2(D, -d,) -p1E2](4ztd2)-1/2 (2a)-’ e-“2fe-“2”4d2f’ 
- [pz(D, -d,) -p1E2](4ntd,)-1’2 (2a)-’ e-L’1re-X2’(4d1’) + O(L”~). 
(6.9) 
It is interesting to note that 
k = vIvz - E,E,, (6.10) 
where vi, si (i = 1,2), are constants defined by (3.5) and (6.3), respectively. 
From (6.9) we see that for small times u,(x, t) and u2(x, t) involve the 
classical expressions with diffusivities d, and d,, respectively. Since 
d, + d, = D, + D, we note that (1.9) implies that for the source solutions the 
large time diffusivity is less than the average of the small time diffusivities. 
7. SOLUTIONS IN TERMS OF HEAT FUNCTIONS 
In this section we briefly indicate how solutions {u, , u2} of (1.1) can be 
expressed in terms of solutions {hi, h2} of the classical heat equation (1.10) 
as detailed in Theorem 3. We first consider solutions of (1.1) which vanish 
at infinity and are subject to initial conditions (3.2). Using the method 
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described in Section 5 we can deduce expressions (3.3), where {hi, h,} 
satisfy (1.10) and initial conditions (3.1), and K,(t, r) (i = 1,2, 3,4) are 
given by (3.4) while the various constants and q are given by (3.5). In order 
to see that (3.3) are solutions of boundary value problems with prescribed 
initial conditions and zero on some boundary we need to verify that (3.3) are 
solutions of (1.1). This is done by directly substituting (3.3) into (1.1) and 
using integration by parts. The calculation is extremely long and tedious. 
Clearly, if {hi, h2} satisfy the same initial conditions and are also zero on 
the same boundary, then (3.3) gives the appropriate solution of the boundary 
value problem. Thus solutions to a number of boundary value problems can 
now be deduced. A list of solutions for {hi, h,} with zero boundary data can 
be found in Hill and Aifantis [9]. For problems with nonzero boundary data 
we can still make use of (3.3) except that we need to be able to transfer the 
boundary conditions on {u, , u2} to boundary conditions on {h, , h,}. The 
final result is given in Theorem 4, the proof of which is outlined in Section 8. 
8. THE INVERSION FORMULAE 
In this section we find the inverse relations of (3.3). To obtain these 
relations we use essentially the Laplace transform method described in Hill 
and Aifantis [9]. Although the basic method is that given in [9] the details 
are considerably more complex. We first substitute for K&, {) (i = 1, 2, 3,4), 
from (3.4) into (3.3) and then change the integration variable. We let the 
new variable t be defined by 
l=d*t+(d,-d,)t, (8-l) 
and assuming Dirichlet expansions of type (8.14) for {h,, h2}, we obtain 
expressions for {ui , u2} involving integrals of the form 
I 
t t e-*TZo(() dz, t e 
-A7tZl(<) dt e-“(t - 22) ZIG) dr , (8 2) 
* 0 I 0 [r(t -2)]“2 ’ I 0 [r(t - t)] I’* 
where A denotes an arbitrary constant, t; is defined by 
( = 2k”* [z(t - t)] I’*, (8.3) 
and k is given by (3Si). To obtain the Laplace transform of {ui , u?} we need 
the following identities: For Re(s) sufficiently large and positive, I real, and 
for c given by (8.3) we have (see, for example, [ 1 l]), 
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“I 
e pA’Zo([) ds dt = 
1 
0 (2 + 1s - k) ’ 
k 112 k’:* 
= s(s’+ls-k) +(s+A)(s2+is-k)’ 
cc 
.i, I’ 
f e -“(t - 25) Z,(c) dr dt k 112 k l/2 
e 
--St 
-0 [?(f - ?)] lJ2 = s(s2+As-k) -(s+A)(s’+As-k)’ 
(8.4) 
In taking the Laplace transform of {ur, u2} we need to consider the Laplace 
transforms of quantities such as 
f 
t 
ql) = e(a - Yddt e - “‘Zo(5) h(d, t + 2~) ds, (8.5) 
0 
where the space variable has been deleted for clarity. We assume that h can 
be expanded in a Dirichlet series so that 
h(t) = 5 a,eek”‘, 
n=l 
(8.6) 
where a,, and k, are independent of t and k, > 0. Assuming that 
Re(k, + s) > 0 for all n, we have formally 
i-i(s) = c [a,(k, + s)-‘I. 
n:1 
(8.7) 
Upon substituting (8.6) into (8.5) and taking the Laplace transform we 
obtain 
f(s) = ‘? {a,P,d,(k, +pK + s)l-‘I, El (8.8) 
where p and q are the roots of the quadratic equation in K, 
CK' - (d + us) K + (s* + bs + e) = 0, (8.9) 
and where a-e are defined by (5.2). Written explicitly p and q are given by 
p(s) = (2~)~’ {(d + as) + [(d + as)” - 4c(s2 + bs + e)]“‘}, 
q(s) = (2c)-’ {(d + us) - [(d + as)’ - 4c(s2 + bs + e)]“‘}. (8.10) 
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Using partial fractions and (8.7) we can express (8.8) in the form 
f(S) = k4 d*(P - 411 -l m?) - b)l. (8.11) 
Using (8.4), in a similar manner we obtain the Laplace transforms, 
ZZ 
,c, cdj-i[zf(q -P) + 4*(P - zj> +P2(zi - S>l ’ 
-‘V,([)(t - 2t) h(d,t + 2ar) dr 
[r(t - r)] I’* I 
= <- (-1)ik1’2~(~~~)K(zi)+(~-zi)ff(4)+(zi-4)it(P)1, (8 2~ 
,Y, cd3-t[zf(q -PI + 42(P-zi) +P2(zi-q)l 
where zi (i = 1, 2), are defined by 
i-1 =d;‘(s + v,), -72 = d;‘(s + v,), (8.13) 
and where di, vi (i = 1, 2), are defined by (3.5). Assuming {h,, h2} can be 
expressed as Dirichlet expansions, namely, 
hj(X, t) = f U,j(X) epknit, (j = 1,2), (8.14) 
n=L 
where anj(x) (j = 1, 2) are functions of position only and k, (j = 1, 2), are 
positive constants, then the Laplace transform of {u, , u2} can be deduced, 
22,(x, s) = 
k 
2MP - 4) 
m+ P2-d2) (Q-4) fi,& q) 
k 4tz,-q) - 4+2-q) 1 ’ (4 -4) - (02 - 4) &*(x p) d*@, -PI -4tz2 -P)I ’ 
E, El 
d*(z, -Q) + 4tz* -s> 1 Ji*(x, 4) 
2(aB, + PEA _ E, E, - 
k d*(z, -PI + d&*--P) I I 
~2(w7) 3 
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k 
u”*(x, s> = Zac@ _ q) 
I[ 
t+ (01 -dJ @I-4) ii (x p> 
d,(z, -P> - d&, -P> 1 * ’ (0, -4) (Q-4) - 
d,(z, -4) - d,(z, -4) I h2(x’q) 
+PE*) _ E2 E2 
k d,(z, - 9) + d,(z, - 4) I 
h(xv 4) 
2W2 +-DE21 ~5, ~92 - 
k - d,(z, -P> + d,(z, -P> I t 
UGP) 7 (8.15) 
where m is defined by 
m=/3(D1-D2)-@I,--A,). (8.16) 
To find {i, , h^,} in terms of {u”, , C2} we assume a general form for (h^, , &,} 
and substitute it into (8.15). This leads to a system of twelve equations in 
twelve unknowns. Once this system is solved we have determined (h^, , G2) in 
terms of (u^,, ti2). Let s+(s) and s_(s) be the roots of (8.9) and we adopt the 
following notation: 
P=P(s)=s+(s), Q = Q(s) = s-(s), 
s+(q)=2-‘{(qa-b)+ [(qa-b)*-4(cq2-dq+e)]“*}, 
s-(q)=2-‘{(qa-b)- [(qa-b)2-4(cq2-dq+e)]1’2}, (8.17) 
where a - e are defined by (5.2). We assume (Jr, K2} to be of the following 
form :
0, + ** 03 (Z,-Q) + (Z,-Q) U”l(X’Q) 1 
02 $3 
- 8l + (Z, -p> + (Z, -p> u”l(x, p) 1 
+ 
05 86 
e4 + (Z, - Q) + (Z, - Q) I “(” ‘) 
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8 e + e,, + (z, ye> + (z2 fQ, 1 u^,(x, Q> e 9 - e,o+ (z,yp) + (z2yp) u^l(%P) 7 I 1 (8.18) 
where I!?, (j = 1, 2,..., 12) are constants to be determined and Zi (i = 1, 2), 
are given by 
Z,=d*S-v2, Z2=d,s-v,. (8.19) 
To substitute (8.18) into (8.15) we need to evalute P and Q at the values 
s =p and q. We obtain 
P(p)=pa-b-s, P(9) = s, Q(P) = ~3 
Q(q) = qa - b - s. (8.20) 
The following identities are also required: 
(P - Z,)(Q - Z,> = -k = (P - Z,)(Q - Z,), 
(P - Z,)(P - Z,) = k = (Q - Z,)(Q - Z,). (8.21) 
Upon substitution of (8.18) into (8.15) and collecting like terms we obtain 
two similar systems of six equations in six unknowns which are identities in 
the independent variable s. For example, from the system involving 19r, 8,, 
e3, erO, 8,r, and 0r2 we can (by considering the coefftcients of so, s, s2, 
[(d + as)’ - 4c(s2 + bs f c?)]“~, and s[(d + as)’ - 4c(s2 + bs + e)] ‘12) 
extract the following system of four equations in four unknowns 
d:(d, - 02) 8, + d:(d, - 02) 8, + d;E, 0,, + d:E, 8,, = 0, 
d;(d, - D2) 8, - d;(d, - D2) e3 + d;E, 0,, - d;E,& = 0, 
d,E,e,-d,E,e,+d,(d,-D,)e,,-d,(d, -D,)@,,=O, 
(4 + E,>(e, + 0,) - (0, + E&3,, + e,,) = ck. (8.22) 
For further details we refer the reader to Lee [IO]. The other system of six 
equations involving e4, 0,) 8,) B,, 8,) and 8, is treated in the same manner. 
The final expressions for ei (i = 1, 2,..., 12), are given by 
0, = B,E, + (4a2)-’ [aE,E,(A, -A,) + (2c - aD,)(B,E, + B2E1)], 
8, = (2a) - ’ kd,(d, - D,), 0, = -(2a)-’ kd,(d2 -D,), 
~4=-BID2-(4a2)-‘E,[(A,-~2)(2c-aaD2)-a(B,E2+B,E,)], 
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0, = -(2a)-’ kd,E,, t9,=(2a)-‘kd,E,, 
8, = B,E, - (4a2)-’ [aE,E,(A, -A,)-- (2c --- aD,)(B,E? + BZE,)j, 
8, = (2~)~’ kd,(d, -D,), 8, = -(2a)- ’ kd,(d, - D,), 
8,,=-B,D,+(4a2)-‘E2[(A,-A2)(2c-aD,)+a(B,E,+B,E,)J, 
8, 1 = -(2a) - I kd, E, , f?,, = (2a)-’ kd, E,. (8.23) 
where (I and c are defined in (5.2). The inverse Laplace transforms of (8.18) 
can be obtained by using the method described in Eqs. (8.5~(8.11). For 
example, the term involving 8, gives 
p lc- lpfldl j’d e -2nsr’cZ,,(~*) ul(x, d;‘t + 2acp’s) dr 
I 
= (P- Q>-’ lu^,(x, Q, - 4(x, PI], (8.24) 
where c* is defined by 
(* = 2k”2c--‘2[r(t - r)]“‘, (8.25) 
Similar formulae can be obtained for the other terms involving ei 
(i = 2, 3 ,..., 12). Letting 
t = (2a)-’ c(t- d;‘t), (8.26) 
then from (8.18) and equations similar to (8.24) we obtain (3.6~(3.8). 
9. STANDARD BOUNDARY DATA 
To illustrate the formulae derived in Section 8, we deduce boundary 
conditions on {hi, h2} for given standard boundary conditions on {u, , u2}. 
We obtain results for the following boundary data: 
U*(X,f)=A, u#, t) = B, x E aa, (9. la) 
24,(x, t) =A@, z+(x, t) = Be-“, XE8R, (9.lb) 
where A, B, and 1 denote arbitrary constants and %2 denotes the boundary 
containing the domain of x. The boundary conditions on (h,, h,} arising 
from (9. la) can be obtained from those arising from (9. lb) by setting 1= 0. 
Consequently, we describe the derivation of the conditions arising from 
(9.lb) only. In (3.6) we make the change of variable (8.26). We then have to 
evaluate integrals similar to (8.5). Using (8.4) we obtain the following for- 
mulae: 
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,uitldi ,-2&/ce-l(t/dlt 2arlc)z&*) & 
=- 
(A, -A,) ’ 
,u#ldI e Z&ice l(t/dl t 2uric)z 
k 112 
=o [ 
-AIt -a*t -.bf 
C (4 -;,,@I -&> - (21 -n9,(n,-u + (1, -n’,,ci2-u ’ I 
(9.2) 
where [* is defined by (8.25) and A,, A2, A,,, and A, are given by 
1,=(2c)-’ ((al-d)+ [(~l-d)~-4c(Z~-bZ+e)]“~), 
A, = (2~)~’ {(al - d) - [(al - t.f)’ - 4c(12 - bl + e)]“‘}, 
A, = d; ‘(I - v2), A, = d,‘(l- VI). (9.3) 
The resulting equations can be simplified by use of the following conse- 
quences of (9.3): 
(/I, - &)(A, -A,) = -kc-’ = (,I, - L,)(l32 -A,), 
(AI - &)(A, -A,) = k;-’ = (,I, - &)(,I, -A,). (9.4) 
The final expressions for the boundary conditions on {h,, h,} arising from 
(9.1 b) are given by 
h,(x, t) = (A, -A,)-’ (A(A,emal’ - A2eeAzt) t c-‘(eeal’ - eenzt) 
x [A(A,D,+B,E,-D,Z)+B(A,E, +B,D,-E,I)]J, 
h,(x, t) = (A, -A,)-’ {B(L,e-aLt - ,i,e-‘32’) + c-‘(e-‘l’ - e-12’) 
x [B(A,D, t B2E, - D,l) +A(A,E, t B,D, -E,l)]}, (9.5) 
where Ai (i = 1, 2, 3,4), are given by (9.3) and where we have used the iden- 
tities 
D,6-cytO,=-(A,D,+B,E,), E,6 + 8, = -(A2E, + BID,), 
D,6-cy+8,=-(A,D,+B,E,), E,6 + elo = -(A, E, + B2Dd. (9.6) 
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For the boundary data (9. la) we put 1= 0 in (9.5) to obtain 
/2,(x, t) = (ICE)-’ edf’(Zc){A [e”‘(d + 2~s) - eC”(d - 2cs)] 
- 2(e” - eC”‘)[A(A,D, + B,E,) +B(A2E, + BID,)]}, 
h,(x, t) = (4cs)-’ edf’(2c){B[e”‘(d + 2cE) - eC”(d - ICE)] 
- 2(eEt -e-“‘>[B(AlD2 +B,E,)+A(A,E, +B2D1)]}, (9.7) 
where the various constants are as previously defined and E is defined by 
E = (2~)~’ (8 - 4ce)“‘. (9.8) 
We note that we can obtain boundary expressions for {h,, h,} arising from 
boundary data of the type 
Ul(X, t) =A”, u2(x, t) = BP, x E an, (9.9) 
where n is a positive integer, by differentiating the right-hand side of (9.5) n 
times with respect o 1, multiplying by (-I)“, and putting I= 0. We also note 
that the results given in this section can be utilized for boundary data of the 
type 
$x+4: 2 (x, t) = B, XEdQ, (9.10a) 
J$(x,t)=Ae-“. 2 (x, t) = Be-“, x E aa. (9. lob) 
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